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Missing answer options – “Size is too similar” with 2 responses and “Distance doesn’t matter” with 16 responses”
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Questions and Answer Options
1. How long have you been shooting with the Montana Territory Peacemakers and what kind of matches do you shoot?
(check all match types that apply)
0-3 years
4 to 7 years
8 to 10 years
11 to 15 years
Since the dawn of time
Cowboy Action Shooting matches
Wild Bunch Action Shooting matches
Combined Cowboy Action/Wild Bunch matches
Big Sky State Games Matches
I shoot at the practice sessions
I would like more matches of this type:
2. Montana Territory Peacemakers matches are: (check all that apply)
Fun
Educational
A great time to socialize with other shooters
Competitive
Challenging
Convenient
Interesting
Significantly varied
Other (please specify)
3. MTP matches provide opportunities to enhance my shooting skills
Not so much

Some

A fair amount

Quite a bit

A whole dagnabit bunch

4. MTP match targets are:
(check all that apply)
Too Small
Too big
About the right size
Boring
Not interactive enough
Too similar in shape
Too similar in size
Too close
Too far away
About the right distance
Distance doesn’t matter to me
I like a variety of target distance placement
I dislike variety of target distance placement and would like distances to be constant
Comments about MTP targets-

5. MTP stage shooting sequences and stage instructions are:
Shooting sequences are too difficult
Shooting sequences are easy to understand and shoot
Shooting sequences are not varied enough
Shooting sequences are challenging
Shooting sequence ease/difficulty is about right for me
Shooting sequences are too varied
Shooting sequences are the same as I see everywhere else
Shooting sequences are relatively unique
Stage instructions are hard to understand
Stage instructions are adequate
Stage instructions are easy to understand
Comments about stage sequences and instructions:

(check all that apply)

6. MTP stage stories and lines are:
(check all that apply)
Interesting
Don’t need them – I’m just here to shoot
Entertaining
Too long
Add to my enjoyment of the match
Innovative
Humorous
Educational
Comments about stage stories/lines:
7. Many MTP matches include one or more side matches and the ideal match length is:
I like the side matches
I don’t shoot the side matches
I would like side matches at every match
The side matches make the matches too long
I like the variety of shooting opportunities provided by the side matches
The side matches are boring
There should be more variety to the side matches
An entire day should be set aside for a variety of side matches
What is a side match?
The ideal match length is 4 stages
The ideal match length is 4 stages and a side match
The ideal match length is 5 stages
The ideal match length is 5 stages and a side match
The ideal match length is 6 stages
The ideal match length is 6 stages and a side match
The ideal match length depends on the weather
Comments on side matches and match length
8. The MTP web site is: (check all that apply)
Interesting
Helpful
Entertaining
Hard to find
Useless
Has important information
I visit it frequently
I’ve never bothered to check it out
I use it occasionally
Hard to use/get the information I need
Contains outdated information
Things I would like included on the web site are:

(check all that apply)

9. The MTP Newsletter is: (check all that apply)
Useless
Informative
Humorous
Contains helpful information
I read it all every issue
I glance at some of it once in awhile
I never bother to read any of it
I read the Shooter Profiles and they are interesting
I read the cowboy poetry
I read the recipes but have never tried one
I read the recipes and have tried one or more
I read the “First Match” Articles
I read the match scores
I just look at the pictures
Other (please specify)
10. Recognizing that personnel are required to conduct them and may not be available, I would like Montana Territory
Peacemakers to provide classes/clinics on:
(check all that apply)
Reloading for Cowboy Action/Wild Bunch shooting
Shooting techniques to improve speed
Range Officer 1 or 2
Timer Operator
Stage writing/match design
Rules and/or penalties
Costuming for men
Costuming for women
How to get started in and/or requirements for Wild Bunch Action Shooting
Other (please specify)

